the structure calculation and to L. Skrisovska, C. Maris, and G. Wider (ETH Zürich), S. Curry, and S. Matthews (Imperial College, London) for helpful discussions. We also thank R. Peterson and J. Feigon (UCLA) for sharing recently developed NMR pulse programs. This investigation was supported by grants from the Swiss National Science Foundation, We used force-measuring optical tweezers to induce complete mechanical unfolding and refolding of individual Escherichia coli ribonuclease H (RNase H) molecules. The protein unfolds in a two-state manner and refolds through an intermediate that correlates with the transient molten globule-like intermediate observed in bulk studies. This intermediate displays unusual mechanical compliance and unfolds at substantially lower forces than the native state. In a narrow range of forces, the molecule hops between the unfolded and intermediate states in real time. Occasionally, hopping was observed to stop as the molecule crossed the folding barrier directly from the intermediate, demonstrating that the intermediate is on-pathway. These studies allow us to map the energy landscape of RNase H.
Protein folding remains a major unsolved challenge for modern molecular biology. Theoretical studies emphasize the potential heterogeneous nature of the process; however, traditional bulk biochemical experiments often mask this complexity in their inherent ensemble averaging. For instance, many proteins are observed to populate partially structured conformations early during the folding process (1, 2). These so-called burst-phase intermediates (I) are often formed within the dead time of the measuring instrument (usually milliseconds) and therefore cannot be characterized directly. Thus, controversy remains about whether these intermediates are on-pathway and productive to protein folding, or are off-pathway and do not lead directly to the folded state (2, 3) . It is also unclear whether these intermediates constitute distinct thermodynamic states or simply represent a redistribution of the unfolded ensemble when exposed to native conditions (4) . These issues can be addressed with the use of single-molecule manipulation to follow in real time the trajectories of individual protein molecules during mechanically induced unfolding/refolding processes.
Previous single-molecule manipulation studies have used the atomic force microscope (AFM) to characterize the mechanical unfolding and refolding of tandem repeats of globular protein domains (5-11). Although informative, this approach has been limited to characterizing the high-force unfolding behavior of proteins. It has been difficult to observe the refolding process directly or to monitor the equilibrium between the folded and unfolded states using this method, in part because of the high spring constants of commercially available cantilevers and the correspondingly high loading rates they exert. In contrast, optical tweezers, with considerably reduced mechanical stiffness and loading rates, can overcome these limitations, as shown in RNA unfolding studies (12) . Optical tweezers have been used to mechanically unfold the multiglobular protein titin (5, 13) ; although the resulting data revealed the overall mechanical unfolding response of the molecule, the heterogeneous composition of this protein obscured the unfolding of the individual globular domains and refolding could not be observed directly.
Here, we report the complete force-induced unfolding and refolding trajectory of a single molecule of the E. coli protein ribonuclease H* Q4C/V155C (14) (referred to herein as RNase H) with the use of force-measuring optical tweezers (15) . RNase H is a 155-residue, single-domain protein whose structure, stability, and folding mechanism have been extensively characterized using bulk biochemical techniques. The central portion of the polypeptide forms the core of the protein (Fig. 1A) , being both the first region to fold (16) and the most stable region of the native structure (17) . This observation and additional kinetic and mutagenesis studies support the hypothesis that RNase H folds via a hierarchical mechanism, in which the most stable regions of the native structure form first during folding (3, 18) . It has been impossible, however, to demonstrate this behavior directly with traditional approaches. This wealth of both equilibrium and kinetic data makes RNase H an ideal model system to explore single-molecule protein folding trajectories and the nature of protein folding intermediates.
We used two È500-base pair doublestranded DNA molecules to tether individual RNase H molecules between two polystyrene spheres È2 mm in diameter (Fig. 1A) (19) . These Bmolecular handles,[ attached to the protein through unique engineered cysteine residues, function as spacers to prevent nonspecific bead-bead interactions and permit manipulation of the È3 nm diameter protein.
RNase H is folded and retains activity when attached to DNA handles ( fig. S1 ). By moving the bead on the pipette relative to the bead in the trap, each RNase H molecule was stretched and relaxed multiple times, generating forceextension curves (Fig. 1B) (20) . We observed sudden changes in extension of the molecule (transitions) during both stretching and relaxation, corresponding to the unfolding and refolding of the protein. These transitions were not observed during control experiments with DNA handles alone (yellow trace, Fig. 1B ). Unfolding transitions occurred at two distinct forces, È19 pN or È5.5 pN, whereas the refolding transitions exhibited a single narrow distribution centered at È5.5 pN, coincident with the lower of the two unfolding transition forces ( fig. S2 ).
The increment in contour length (DL c ) corresponding to each transition was estimated by fitting the force-extension curves with the worm-like chain model (21) . The high-force transitions at È19 pN were consistent with the complete unfolding of RNase H (DL c of 50 T 5 nm versus 50.4 nm calculated for the fulllength protein). In contrast, the DL c obtained from the low-force unfolding (39 T 6 nm) and refolding transitions (40 T 10 nm) imply that the associated conformational changes involve a smaller portion of the polypeptide chain. Indeed, close inspection of the force-extension curves reveals that the refolding transition does not restore the original length of the molecule, leaving a gap between the stretching and relaxation curves at È5.5 pN (Fig. 1B) and supporting the idea of partial refolding. Together, these data indicate that the native RNase H structure completely unfolds at È19 pN (N, native Y U, unfolded), and then, upon return to È5.5 pN, partially refolds into an intermediate structure (U Y I). The refolding intermediate unfolds again at È5.5 pN in the next stretching cycle, unless the relaxed protein is incubated for a time sufficient to fully refold (I Y N) before being stretched again.
We therefore monitored whether the protein had fully refolded into its native structure by examining subsequent stretching curves for the presence of a high-force unfolding transition. The probability that the intermediate folds into the native state between successive cycles while held at force F for a period of time t is given by The hysteresis observed between the unfolding of the native state (N Y U) and the refolding transitions suggests that the rate of pulling in these experiments is faster than the rate at which these states can equilibrate under these conditions. By pulling the molecule at different loading rates, the observed unfolding rate of the molecule at zero force is found to (16, 17) . The sample was tethered to functionalized beads with the use of the digoxigenin and biotin moieties present at the distal ends of the handles. One bead is held in place at the end of a micropipette by suction, the other by the optical trap. (B) Stretching (red) and relaxation (blue) force-extension curves from RNase H display high-and low-force unfolding transitions. Refolding transitions were observed at the same forces as the low-force unfolding. A force-extension curve from DNA alone is shown in yellow. Inset shows curves from sequential pulling cycles. be k obs(NYU) 0 3 (T2) Â 10 j4 s j1 , and the distance between the native state and the first transition state is D x -NYU 0 2.0 T 0.1 nm (Fig. 2B) (23) when analyzed in a manner analogous to that used in previous AFM studies (24) . This value of k obs(NYU) corresponds well with the k (NYU)bbulkÀ value, 1.7 (T0.04) Â 10 j5 s j1 (16) .
In contrast to the hysteresis observed for the N Y U transition, the unfolding and refolding transitions of the mechanical refolding intermediate (I Y U and U Y I) coincide (Fig. 1B) , indicating that this process occurs reversibly under the experimental conditions used here (fig. S3 ). Consistent with this observation, the force-extension curves occasionally displayed rapid fluctuations in extension near 5.5 pN rather than a single sharp transition ( fig. S4 ). We examined this behavior further by relaxing the unfolded protein and holding the polypeptide at a fixed force with the use of the instrument_s forcefeedback mode (12) . When held at a force near 5.5 pN, the RNase H molecule displayed bistability: The molecule Bhopped[ between the intermediate and the denatured form of the protein in real time, with the molecular extension shifting rapidly by 15 T 4 nm (Fig.  3A) . Changing the set point of the force altered this equilibrium between the extended unfolded state and the compact intermediate structure (Fig. 3A) . Such hopping has also been seen for a simple RNA hairpin using a similar approach (12) , and for a chemically destabilized two-state (U T N) protein monitored for short time periods by fluorescence resonance energy transfer (25) . We now show the extended real-time equilibrium behavior of a complex globular protein.
The force-dependent rates of unfolding and refolding of the intermediate were determined from the lifetimes of the extended (U) and compact (I) states seen in the hopping experiments. The position of the transition state between I and U was then estimated by fitting the rates to the Arrhenius-like equation
where k o IYU is the unfolding rate at zero force, and D x -IYU is the distance from I to the transition state along the reaction coordinate (12) . A similar analysis holds true for the reverse U Y I reaction. The slopes of plots of ln k versus force yielded D x -IYU 0 5 T 1 nm and Dx -UYI 0 6 T 1 nm. These values are substantially larger than those found for the native-state unfolding (D x -NYU ) of several other proteins using the AFM (26) . Our results on RNase H therefore convey a picture of the intermediate as a pliable structure that can deform elastically a great amount before the reaction is committed to unfolding. Such large transition-state distances have been observed in other biomolecules and were interpreted as reflecting the mechanical behavior of structures lacking the nonlocal specific contacts associated with tertiary interactions (6, 12) . Thus, the large distance from the intermediate to its transition state and the low forces required to unfold it suggest that this structure is only able to form weak, possibly transient tertiary interactions, and that it therefore resembles a molten globule structure (27) .
We evaluated the thermodynamics of the U T I transition (DG (UI) ) with three independent methods (Fig. 3B) . We measured the area under the refolding plateau in the force-extension curves, calculated the force-dependent equilibrium constant between U and I, and analyzed the transitions with the statistics of a two-state system. After correcting for the entropy loss due to tethering and stretching the U state Ecalculated to be 5.1 T 0.6 kcal/mol (19)^, we obtained DG (UI) 0 4 T 3 kcal/mol, 4 T 2 kcal/mol, and 3.8 T 0.8 kcal/mol, respectively. The agreement between these free energy values validates the analyses. The remarkable similarity between these values and that observed in ensemble experiments (DG (UI)bbulkÀ 0 3.6 T 0.1 kcal/mol), in conjunction with the similar refolding kinetics (k IYN ), suggests that the intermediate detected in our single-molecule mechanical manipulations correlates with that sampled in solution.
To further probe this relationship, we performed similar optical tweezer experiments using a variant of RNase H (I53D) that displays two-state folding in solution (28) . In this case we saw no evidence of an intermediate ( Fig. 3C) (29) . These results strongly suggest that the intermediate observed in our single-molecule experiments is similar to that detected by ensemble methods, and hence the new features found in this study are relevant to the folding process in solution.
In the ensemble refolding experiments of RNase H, the formation of I occurs very rapidly (within the 12-ms dead time of the stopped-flow instrument) and is therefore not observed directly (16) . It has thus been impossible to determine unambiguously whether this kinetic intermediate is a distinct thermodynamic state or simply the result of a shift in the population of a continuum of unfolded states. Both models have been suggested from experimental and theoretical studies (4) . In our studies, we used force to modulate the equilibrium between the U and I states until the interconversion between these two forms became observable. Our data clearly indicate that the transition between the I and U states is first-order (Fig. 3A) (fig.  S5 ), allowing us to directly characterize the kinetic, thermodynamic, and mechanical properties of this molten globule-like state. The forces holding together the intermediate are small but still substantial (È5.5 pN), amounting to about one-third of the forces that stabilize the fully folded state at the pulling rates used in our experiments. The magnitude of these forces, the sharpness of their distribution, and the first-order nature of the transition from and to the unfolded state clearly indicate that this molten globule-like intermediate is a well-defined, thermodynamically distinct stable molecular form held together by distinct, although not necessarily specific, interactions.
Sometimes during constant force experiments, the hopping corresponding to the U T I transition spontaneously ceased. An additional compaction always preceded the termination of hopping (Fig. 3D) . The size of this compaction, as estimated from the wormlike chain model, corresponds well to that expected for the I Y N transition at the given force. Indeed, stretching the molecule after hopping ceased invariably resulted in a highforce unfolding transition (È19 pN), as expected for the unfolding of the native state. Thus, it was possible to observe the I Y N transition directly. In 78% of the traces (n 0 18) in which hopping stopped, the transition to the native state clearly took place from the folded intermediate structure, as in Fig. 3D . In the rest of the cases, the time spent in I before the transition to N may have been too short to be resolved in our experiments. These data indicate that the refolding intermediate observed in our experiments exists on-pathway to the folded state. Furthermore, the fact that the U Y I transition is invariably present in our force-relaxation curves indicates that the same intermediate is also an obligatory step in the folding trajectory of RNase H (Fig. 4A) .
The ability to explore the behavior of single protein molecules with the use of optical tweezers has permitted us to map the energy landscape traversed by the small globular protein RNase H in its transitions to and from its unfolded state (Fig. 4B) (Fig. 2, A and B, and Fig.  3A) , assuming that D x -NYU obtained at a range of forces between 15 and 20 pN holds for this lower force.
